
West NCSA CCD Meeting: Chat Log 
 
Donald Sensabaugh: If you have questions, put them in the chat and send to everyone. 
Kathy Bayer: September NCSA meetings: https://www.fdlp.gov/training/implementation-digital-fdlp-
national-collection-service-area-virtual-meetings 
FDLP Preconference: https://www.fdlp.gov/training/fdlp-preconference-updates-gpos-library-services-
content-management-0 
Cynthia Etkin: DLC = Depository Library Council 
NCSA = National Collection Service Area 
PDT = Print Distribution Titles list 
Cynthia Etkin: West Agenda: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/west-ncsa-meeting-agenda 
Cynthia Etkin: New Limited Print Distribution Framework: https://www.fdlp.gov/about-the-fdlp/new-
limited-print-distribution-framework 
Cynthia Etkin: Print Distribution Title List: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/print-distribution-
titles-pdt-list 
Jocelyn Boice: Who at the library will receive the surveys? 
Janelle Nash: If our library only wants the Unlimited titles, do we still need to complete the print 
questionnaire? 
Scott Matheson: Jocelyn - the questionaires will go to the coordinator. 
Scott Matheson: Janelle - no, if you only want unlimited titles, and have selected them, you don't need 
to do anything now. 
James Jacobs: Will it be expected of libraries who have titles in the 20/50 lists to be or become 
preservation stewards? 
Cynthia Etkin: Ensuring equitable access means connecting all people—regardless of age, background, 
geography, disability, or circumstance—to the information, services, and resources they need. 
Melissa Fairfield: https://qaz1.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b0XihbB199TAiBE 
James Jacobs: of the 20 copy titles, will there then be 5 copies in each of the 4 CSAs? (same question for 
50 copy titles) 
Scott Matheson: James - we assume that one library in each NCSA will be a preservation steward. 
Beyond that, the NCSA can determine how much weight they give to preservation commitments. 
Melissa Fairfield: https://qaz1.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b0XihbB199TAiBE 
Arlene Weible: It would be helpful to have more information about what geographic proxmity is 
defined. Obviously geographic distance is quite large in this NCSA. 
James Jacobs: Thanks Scott. I indicated to GPO recently that Stanford was interested in becoming a PS. 
but was told that GPO is not accepting PS MOUs at the moment 
Daniel Cornwall: Are "Print Selectors" considered preservation stewards? Alaska State Library has a GPO 
agreement to be a print selector for CFR. 
Cynthia Etkin: Geographic proximity may indicate that you want certain distances between copies 
Marlene Harmon: where is the poll? 
Scott Matheson: James - no, there will not be a strict division among NCSAs, but something close to that 
is what we expect. 
Melissa Fairfield: https://qaz1.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b0XihbB199TAiBE 
Marlene Harmon: Got it, thanks! 
Samantha Thompson-Franklin: Hit continue to get to the actual poll 
James Jacobs: If your polling shows that more than 20 libraries are interested in receiving some or all of 
the 20 title list, will GPO consider printing additional copies (same for 50 title list)? 
Susanne Caro: if you fon 
Daniel Cornwall: Understand. Thanks. 



James Jacobs: understood thanks 
Arlene Weible: I think the West should consider "subregions" in looking at geographic proximity. There 
are some subregions, such as the Pacific Northwest, that have some systems for information sharing in 
place. It makes sense to me to consider placing a print copy in this area to help facilitate physical access. 
Susanne Caro: if you don't have people who want al 50 copies can we get more of the 20 titles? Is there 
flexability in the 20/50 print numbers? 
James Jacobs: +1 Arlene 
James Jacobs: thanks Scott 
James Jacobs: only 1 regional in CA 
Kathy Bayer: fyi California has one regional depository, the California State Library. 
James Jacobs: I have also reached out to CA state library and let them know that we are open to shared 
housing agreements as well. 
James Jacobs: Could you add that to the form as well? 
Cynthia Etkin: Yes, Arlene, that would be another way to look at proximity. 
Susanne Caro: Did Nevada ever get a regional? 
Carol Spector: Forgive me if this is a silly question, but if the title is not on any of the print distribution 
lists, does that mean there is no longer print distribution? Asking with regard to our "item profiles". 
Cassandra Wenzel: Would NM be AZ, NV and NM as a subregion potentially? 
Kate Pitcher: Poll closes in one minute. 
Arlene Weible: I would also like some consideration of the value of having print copies not in the lower 
48 states ... for preservation possibilities. 
Kathy Bayer: Utah's regional serves Nevada. 
James Jacobs: should we be reaching out to various consortial print preservation efforts (like WEST: 
Western Regional Storage Trust) 
Cynthia Etkin: Utah State University serves as the regional for Nevada. 
James Jacobs: add to the form whether or not the library is interested in shared housing agreements 
with their regional 
Amanda Duke: With limited print, will the criteria for state appellate law libraries or other specials 
change? (Like would they be required to retain for 5 years and offer nationally where they don't have to 
now) 
Cassandra Wenzel: +1 Amanda 
Kate Pitcher: Poll closed. Will share results in a few minutes. 
Lisa Russell: Some print item numbers may be converted to EL if they are not on PDT. 
Carol Spector: Thanks! 
James Jacobs: Marcive still uses item selection for its service. I wonder how they're going to do their 
service going forward? My library just told Marcive to send us 100% of an EL title records. 
Nancy Tileston: Other: Several of the criteria were tied too closely together for both--specifically, 
extensive collection and commitment to preservation. 
Daniel Cornwall: AK and HI seem separate to me. Each ought to be it's own subregion. 
James Jacobs: I would vote for AK and HI to be their own CSAs 
Nancy Tileston: +1 Daniel (but I'm in Alaska and know how different we--and Hawaii--are due to 
distance). 
Jen Kirk: Thanks to all who have weighed in on separate subregions for HI and AK 
Jen Kirk: my email is jen.kirk@usu.edu 
Susanne Caro: possible subregions: HW, AK, CA, NV/UT/CO, AZ/NM, MT/WY, WA,/OR? This is a lot of 
area to cover no matter how you divide it. 
James Jacobs: can you make the font on that poll larger? 
Arlene Weible: PNW OR/WA/ID 



Susanne Caro: I think we need both ILL and preservation (non-ILL copies) 
Kelly Smith: +1 Susanne 
Phil Wrede: +1 Susanne 
Daniel Cornwall: +1 Susanne 
Cassandra Wenzel: +1 Susanne 
James Jacobs: Susanne, that's why I was asking about whther or not there's flexibility in number of 
copies on the 20/50 titles lists. It seems artificially restrictive and doesn't cost must more to print 23 
copies of a title rather than 20. 
Megan Graewingholt: will the results of the poll be shared? 
Megan Graewingholt: thank you :) 
Shari Laster: Susanne, I wonder if these geographic groups for CSAs necessarily need to follow state 
boundaries? 
Cassandra Wenzel: Is there any chance that the West NCSA could ever be split in the future? For 
example Pacific NCSA/Mountain NCSA? 
James Jacobs: those print titles will also have EL correct? or are there any titles here that WON'T have a 
EL version? 
James Jacobs: IF there's an EL version of each title, then probably ILL won't be such a large issue 
Susanne Caro: We could divide the NSCAs by natural disaster- flood, fire, earthquake... 
Shari Laster: ex, AZ has close ties with SoCal 
Susanne Caro: I was just think that CA is already so large- I would think collaboration knows no bounds. 
James Jacobs: I would then recommend that any of these titles who DON't have a EL component should 
NOT be included in the 20/50 titles lists 
James Jacobs: please move ALL titles that are ONLy in print to the unlimited list 
Stephanie Wilson: +James! 
James Jacobs: don't make libraries have to purchase those print titles from GPO bookstore please! 
Beth Downing: Are the BLM maps available online? I could not find any catalog records for them in the 
CGP when I was filling out the earlier survey. 
Cassandra Wenzel: Agreed James! 
Stephanie Wilson: If you can buy them on the GPO bookstore, why are they not available for 
distribution? 
Bradley Seybold: Looking at the selectives in the West - 210+, and California has 70+. We would 
definitely like to have print titles in California. 
McKinley Sielaff: Library type may be less important than access/hours/ open to public 
James Jacobs: +1 McKinley 
Cassandra Wenzel: I think that the circulation and internet connectivity question may have been higher 
if the two were separated. 
Beth Downing: The clumping of circulation and lack of broadband in my area is why I responded the way 
I did. 
Cynthia Etkin: Interesting discussion about dividing the West NCSA. Scott explained the reason for 4. But 
you could consider these suggested breaks for geographic proxiity. 
Bradley Seybold: Are the selectives in Guam or Micronesia interested in these print titles? 
Cassandra Wenzel: Cynthia, that is what I meant. 4 sounded like the minimum, not the maximum. The 
intermountain west and the pacific west are both quite large. 
Arlene Weible: I think GPO confirmed that BLM maps will actually not be available in print either moving 
forward 
Kelly Smith: The poll question about lack of broadband/internet access may have had a different 
outcome if not phrased as "my library..." My library doesn't have that limitation, but I am concerned for 
those libraries that are in that situation and think they should have some priority. 



Arlene Weible: Can you talk about the NCSA Steering Committee concept? How will that be populated? 
Stephanie Wilson: Broadband in my own library is a problem also. 
James Jacobs: if BLM maps won't be available in print, why are they on the 20 title list? 
Janelle Nash: How will the results of the ranking criteria questionnaire be used? 
Cynthia Etkin: Print Distribution Title List: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/print-distribution-
titles-pdt-list 
Jen Kirk: I have noted all the remaining comments in the chat. Thank you for sharing and I'm sorry we 
weren't able to acknowledge them in real time. We will acknowledge them though. 
Susanne Caro: I think the GPO found out that some BLM maps will no longer be printed after the list was 
created 
Shari Laster: just to clarify -- both the ranking questionnaire and the selection questionnaire will only go 
to the coordinator, and there should be only one response per library? 
James Jacobs: Susanne which of those won't be printed? there are 2 BLM titles on the list 
Scott Matheson: Yes Shari. 
Beth Downing: Items in my library are available for circulation. My area is large and rural with limited 
broadband. People who do not have broadband may not have the ability to travel to my, or any other, 
library. People here are also reluctant to use online materials. 
Arlene Weible: Can you clarify which libaries will receive the print distribution survey? 
Jocelyn Boice: The questions about demonstrated need for print and lack of internet connectivity seem 
potentially overlapping to me. 
Susanne Caro: Arelene- I would need to go back to a previous version- I think there were three titles 
earlier 
Scott Matheson: Arelene - all library coordinators will get the questionares. Only those who want limited 
quatity print title need to answer the second/December questionnaire. 
Arlene Weible: So, decisions for print distribution will be made before Steering Committee will even be 
created, correct? 
Jen Kirk: Yes, that's correct, Arlene 
Stephanie Wilson: Increased need for ILL may also mean increases postage costs for shipping books, 
which puts a strain on our limited budget. We can scan and email copies but many of NM users don't 
have computers, email, or printers. 
Shari Laster: Can the distribution list include people who are not coordinators? 
Arlene Weible: Are any reps. from the Western NCSA be consulted as GPO makes final decisions about 
print distribution? 
Jen Kirk: If you are interested in continuing to discuss subregions and the Steering Committee for the 
West, please reach out via jen.kirk@usu.edu. 
Monica Dorame: +1 Stephanie 
Cynthia Etkin: James, BLM 1:100,000 Scale Maps, Surface and Minerals Management Status (I 53.11/4-
2:) will no longer be in print per agency. 
Stephanie Wilson: Will the survey be to all or just to regionals? Will selective coordinators get the 
survey? 
James Jacobs: thanks Scott. My AUL was especially interested in maps as we have the Rumsey Map 
Center 
Kate Pitcher: Questionnaire will go out to EVERY library coordinator in each NCSA for an opportunity to 
complete. 
Cassandra Wenzel: +1 Stephanie, we could let these circulate but if we don't get them back then not 
only are we losing material that our main library users depend on, all of our limited internet users will 
suffer as well. 



Stephanie Wilson: Thank you. Our selective is interested in continuing the unlimited, the 50 and the 20 
titles whenever possible. 
James Jacobs: 4 copies was a arbitrary floor set by JCP. I am frustrated that GPO has taken that number 
literally to set 4 as the number of NCSAs. 
Susanne Caro: Perhaps driving distance should be included seperate from geography 
James Jacobs: I understand why Shari asks because she's not the FDLP coordinator for her library 
Shari Laster: I am just trying to save our coordinator from having to forward these to the whole team :-) 
Monica Dorame: +1 Susanne 
Shari Laster: No dig on our AWESOME coordinator at my institution, just trying to understand how this 
will work! 
Susanne Caro: Can the NCSAs have google docs or something simlar to facilitate communication? I know 
GPO gets to make the decision but I think you would also like us to come to some agreements 
James Jacobs: +1 Susanne 
Daniel Cornwall: +1 Susanne 
Shari Laster: Ok will do, thanks Scott! 
Stephanie Wilson: Did the initial survey of regionals reveal a particular number of print copies that might 
be wanted for those regionals? 
Monica Dorame: +1 Susanne 
Kate Pitcher: @Arlene - per your question about steering committee - we have Jen Kirk representing the 
West NCSA as LSCM works to determine PDT allocation during this initial implementation 
Daniel Cornwall: There's an NCSA West email distribution list? Is that what we got our reminder email 
on? 
Arlene Weible: Glad to hear that there is some representation from the community as these decisions 
are finalized. 
James Jacobs: can we send and reply to WestNCSA@gpo.gov? 
Daniel Cornwall: +1 Jen - A primer would be great! 
James Jacobs: when are we NOT professional and kind? :-) 
Scott Lanning: Thanks! 
Kate Pitcher: Thank you all for participating 
Cass Hartnett: Thank you! 
Daniel Cornwall: Thanks. 
Channa Cajero: Thank you! 
Stephanie Wilson: thank yo9u 
Cassandra Wenzel: Thank you! 
Cynthia Etkin: Thank you to everyone, for participating! 
Susanne Caro: Thank you! 
 
 


